Anthony Buckley Collection

Out-outsize photographs by British photographer Anthony Buckley of British and Canadian theatre entertainers taken circa 1930’s (?).
See also the Crest Theatre Collection, Box 29 for outsize production photographs of The Glass Cage taken in London, England, 1957.

1 box; 34 photographs; .72 linear metres.

Canadian Entertainers:

Chilcott, Barbara (2)
Davis, Donald (7)
Davis, Murray (8)
Lockhart, Araby
Maxwell, Lois

Non-Canadian Entertainers:

Brown, Pamela
Darna, Leore
Guinness, Alec
Harrison, Rex
Hutchinson-Scott, J.
Novello, Ivor
Parker, Cecil
Reed, Sir Carol
Rennie, Michael
Richardson, Sir Ralph
Simmons, Jean
Tetsel, Joan
Todd, Ann
Withers, Googie
Worth, Irene

Gift of Donald Davis, Aug. 1971, as part of Crest Theatre Collection.
Inventory, a.goluska Jan. 1983